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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e. approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On December 1, 1987, Guad Cities Unit One was in the REFUEL mode at 0 percent power
and Unit Two was in the RUN mode at 95 percent power. At 2200 hours, the Control
Room Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HVAC) System automatically isolated
when the Toxic Gas Analyzer Sample Point Selector position was changed. The switch
position required changing because the appropriate procedure was not used when the
HVAC system was reset following maintenance on November 30, 1987, The isolation
probably occurred due to a small amount of moisture present in the sample line.

On December 2, 1987, at 2331 hours, during a training session being conducted as
corrective action for the previous day's event, the HVAC isolated again when it was ,

noted that the sulfur dioxide monitor range switch was thought to be mispositioned.
When the range switch was ranged down, the isolation occurred. The cause for this
event was lack of procedural guidance and training. NRC notification of both these
events was completed as required by 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii).

Corrective actions include installation of permanent signs, upgraded training,
procedure revisions, a possible modification.

This report is provided per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv).
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MWt rated core thermal power. Energy
Industry identification System (Ei!S) codes are identified in the text as [XX].

EVENT IDENTIFICATION: Control Room Vent isolations due to Toxie Gas Analyzer Trips.

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: One Event Date: December 1, 1987 Event Time: 2200
Reactor Mode: 2 Mode Name: Refuel Power Level: 00%

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D-4-1-87-108
i

Refuel Mode (2) - In this position interlocks are established so that one control rod
only may be withdrawn when flux amplifiers are set at the proper sensitivity level
and the refueling crane is not over the reactor. Also, the trip from the turbine
control valves, turbine stop valves, main steam isolation valves, and condenser
vacuum are bypassed, if the refueling crane is over the reactor, all rods cust be
fully inserted and none can be withdrawn.

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:
1

On December 1, 1987, at 2200 hours, Quad Cities Unit One was in the REFUEL mode at 0
percent of rated core thermal power and Unit Two was in the RUN mode at 95 percent
pocer. At this time, an Operating Department Shift Foreman discovered that the
Toxic Gas Sample Point Selector [HS] for the Control Room Toxic Gas Analyzer [Vl]
cas in position "0 PEN C" (used to sample the Control Room Return Air Duct when the .

iControl Room Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HVAC) system is in the 100
percent recirculation mode). It should have been in position "0 PEN A" (used to
sample the intake duct of the "A" Control Room HVAC train during normal operation).

The Shift Foreman then moved the selector from "0 PEN C" to "0 PEN A". Upon moving
the selector, the Toxic Gas Analyzer " tripped" on a False " Toxic Gas Concentration
High" signal and isolated the Control Room HVAC system (changed to 100 percent
recirculation). The " Toxic Gas Concentration High" alarm [ ALM] cleared immediately,
and the Control Room HVAC system was reset successfully.

The Toxic Gas Analyzer consists of an ammonia (NH ) detector, a chlorine (C1)3 ,

detector, and a sulfur dioxide (S0 ) detector. Technical Specification 3.2.F.22
requires the trip setpoints to be as follows:

C1: 1 5 parts per million (ppm)
NH : 1 50 ppm3
S0 : 1 3 ppm2

i
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The actual trip setpoints are set as follows:
,

|

| C1: 1.0 ppm
| NH : 20.0 tpm3

S0 : 1.0 ppm2
|

It is not known which detector gave the " Toxic Gas Concentration High" signal since
the alarm and isolation were reset immediately. This isolation 6f the Control Room
HVAC system had n0 effect on plant operation and was not considered a significant
event.

On Decer.6er 2,1987, at 2331 hours, Unit One was In the REFUEL oode M 0 percent of
rated coro 'nermal power and Unit Two was in the RUN mode at 93 percent power.
During a training session being conductec as corrective action for the December 1,
1987, event on the Control Room HVAC system, an Equipment Attendant (EA) noticed
that the range switch on the S02 detector of the Control Room Toxic Gac Analyzer
was on the C 5 ppm scait The range switch is routinely on the 0-1 ppm scale, so
the EA turned the switch so the 0-1 ppm scale. Upon doinu so, the S02 detector
momentarily spiked high causing a ' Toxic Gas Concentration High" alarm and an
isolation of the Control Room HVAC system. The rarsge switch was innnediately placeo
back cn the 0-5 ppm scale, and the alarm and isolation were reset. 1his isolation
of the Control Room HVAC system had no effect on plant operation and was not
considered a significant event.

The four-hsur NRO riotifications required by Federal Regulation 10 CFR 50s72
(b)(2)(ii) were properly made for both events.

C. APPARENT CAUSE OF E. VENT:

This report is being submitted in acccrdance with Federal Regulation 10 CFR 50.73
(a)(2)(iv), which requires the reporting of ary event or condition that resulted in
the manual or automatic actuation of any Engineered Safety Feature (ESF).

The cause of the Toxic Gas Sample Point Selector not being in the proper position
was a failure of the Shift Control Room Engineer (SCRE) to use a procedure when
resetting the Control Room HVAC system. On November 30, 1987, at 1025 hours, the
Toxic Gas Analyzer was declared operational after maintenance was performed. There
were no EAs immediately available, so the SCRE received permission from the Center
Desk Nuclear Station Operator (NS0) to reset the isolation of the Control Room HVAC
system. The system had been manually isolated (during Toxic Gas Analyzer repairs)
to be in a safe configuration since the analyzer was not operable. The SCRE reset
the isolation but failed to change the Toxic Gas Sample Point Selector to the proper
position of "0 PEN A" as required in procedure 00P 5750-9, Control Room Ventilation
System. The selector remained in the incorrect position until December 1, 1987, at
2200 hours, when the Shift Foreman discovered the error < Four shifts of EAs had
noted the position of the selector as "0 PEN C", but they did not recognize that the
Control Room HVAC was not in the isolated conditics.
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The cause of the December 1, 1987, " Toxic Gas Concentration High" alarm which
isolated the Control Room HVAC system when the Shift Foreman moved the sample point
selector from "0 PEN C" to "0 PEN A" is could have been due te a small amount of
moisture present in the "0 PEN A" position sample line. This moisture then could
have aggravated the chlorine sample probe for a few moments as it passed through the
system. This would produce an erratic or upscale reading, actuating the alarm and
isolation.

The cause of ,the " Toxic Gas Concentration High" alarm and Control Room HVAC
isolation on December 2, 1987, was a result of inadequate training and the lack of
any procedure to provide guidance as to how the sulfur dioxide detector range switch
corked. The range switch is provided to allow for accurate S02 readings. The
trip setpoint is 1 ppm, which is 20 percent of full scale (0-5 ppm range). The trip
setpoint provides a trip at 20 percent of whatever scale is selected. The reading
at the time of this event was approximately 0.55 ppm and so when the range switch
cas ranged down to 0-1 ppm, the 20 percent threshold was exceeded and the isolation
was initiated.

' The EA involved (and others) on their rounds routinely range this switch down to the
lower 0-1 ppm scale to get more accurate readings. No information has been readily
available to describe the potential results of this action because it is not a part
taf 00P 5750-9.

D. SAFETYANALYSISOFEghT:

The safety consequences of the Toxic Gas Sample Point Selector being in the "0 PEN C"
position instesd of the "0 PEN A" position were minimal since the Toxic Gas Analyzer
would still have isolated the Control Room HVAC system if toxic gases were present
in the Control Room. Also, the Control Room HVAC system could have been manually
isolated if necessary.

The isolations of the Control Room HVAC system did not create any safety
consequences since the isolated condition is the " safe" configuration of the
system. Neither toxic gases nor radioactive gases would have been able to be
introduced into the Control Room while the HVAC system was isolated.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

To ensure that the Toxic Gas Sample Point Selector is in the proper position, the
following actions will be taken:

i

1) Permanent signs will be placed at the controls of the A and B Control Room HVAC |
Trains and at the isolation reset switches to remind the operator to check the l

position of the selector. Nuclear Tracking System (NTS) number 2542008710801
will track this commitment. I

2) The EA's re-training will be upgraded in the area of Control Room HVAC to
stress the purpose of the sample point selector and to train them on
determination of which mode the HVAC system is operating (NTS 2542008710802).
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3) The EA's round sheet, 00S 005-S12, Operators' Surveillance / Turnover Sheets Unit
1 Equipment Attendants, wiil be modified to have the EA log the Control Room
HVAl., roode before checking the sample point selector (NTB 2642008710803).

4) The possibility of perfonaing a modification that would automatically change
the su. pie peint selector when the mode of the Control Room HVAC system changes
will be investigated (NTS 2542008710804).

The SCRE involved was counselled by an Operating Engineer and is aware of the
importanca of using the appropriate procedure. This is deemed to be adequate
corrective action.

To prevent a recurrence of the S02 detector's range switch event, a caution' card
reas placed on the range switch warning not to change the range. A permanent sign
will be placed near the range switch cautioning that changing the range may cause an
isolation of the Control Room HVAC System and advising that the instrument
Maintenance Department be called before changing ranges (NTS 2542008710805). The
experience of isolating the Control Room HVAC system by turning the range switch on
the S02 detector and subsequent discussion of the significance of this event is
deemed to be adequate corrective action for the EA involved. This event will be a
part of both licensed and non-licensed operator required reading

.

(NTS 2542008710806). The station training lesson plans will be revised to provide
adequate information on this systa.n (NTS 2542008710807). Finally, 00P 5750-9 will

~

bc revised'to describe the range switch function of the sulfur dioxide monitor
(NTS 2542008710808).

The possible moisture in the "0 PEN A" sample line af fecting the chiorina sample
probe is considered art isolated incident. No correictive action is necessary .at this
time.

F. PREVIOUS EVENTS:

Licenspe_Eyent _ Report Description

254/86-029 Control Room Ventilation isolated due to
ammonia analyzer failure (broken belt on
timing mechanism)

254/87-010 Control Room Ventilation Trip due to power
loss to Toxic Gas Arialyzer - Design
deficiency.

254/87-013 Control Room Ventilation isolation due to
chlorine monitor problems caused by
defective procedures or corrosion.

1
254/87-014 Control Room Ventilation isolation caused by

chlorine analyzer spike during electrical
storm.
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G. COMPONENT FAILURES:

No component failures war 6 identified.
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,- Commonwealth Edison
! ouad Cines Nuclear Power 4tation
! 22710 206 Avenus Ner'.h

Corcova, lilicois 61242
Telephone 309/654-2241 '

RLS-87-37C

:

Decereber 29, M87

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Doru,nent Control Desk

Washingten< DC 20555

,

Reference: Quad-Citlec Nuclear Power Station
Docket Number 50-?54, DPR-29, Unit Dhe

Enclosed pleas 9 find Licensee Event Report -(LER) 87 027, RGvision 00, for
Quad-Cities Nuclear PcMer Station.

||

This report is ret +aitted in accordance with the requMiaents of the Code
of Federal Reguleions, Title 10, Part 50.73(c)(2)(iv), which requires the
reporting of any evect er condition that verotted in manual or autom& tic
actuation of any Engineered Safety Feature,

Respectfully,

COMMONWEALTH tSISON CONFANY

QUAD-CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION

h
R. L. Bax
Station Mahager |

RL8/MSK/dak

Enclosure ;

cc: I. Johnson
R. Higgins
INP0 Records Center
NRC Region III

03?OH/0183Z l
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